51foreign NGO’s posses threat to national security
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Pakistan intelligence establishment reports that 51 foreign NGO’s are indulged in intelligence
gathering and terrorism in the length and breadth of Khyber Pukhtonkhwa, reported States
Times. According to the intelligence out fits terminology 'Daily Situation Report' (DSR) being
submitted
to President of Pakistan Asif Ali Zardari on Saturday reveals that out of these fifty one
non-governmental organizations nineteen is said to be of the United States of America. The
United Kingdom stood second in the report by operating with eleven Britain originated
organizations. The other European countries include Germany, France, Spain and Denmark
with the number of NGO’s as five, three, two and three respectively.
Out of the Islamic bloc Saudi Arabia tops with seven NGO’s working in Khyber Pukhtoonkhwa
while the other lone Islamic country is Turkey that runs one NGO in the terrorism stricken
province, Khyber Pukhtoonkhwa.
In these 51 non-governmental organizations a total five hundred and ninety two employees are
working out of which eighty two are foreigners.

The report further reveals that these employees are getting lucrative salaries and fringe benefits
while working under cover with the shields of different social sector services. The list however,
does not include the organizations that are working under the direct patronage of the United
Nations.
The intelligence establishment are unanimous that majority of these NGO’s working on
respective hidden agendas and posing a great threat to national security and State integration.

Officials are of the belief that intelligence gathering, recruitment of man power for secret
missions and sponsoring saboteurs activities are the main task being assigned to these NGO’s
under an international conspiracy being hatched against Pakistan. However, the intelligence
dispatch is void of any recommendations in this effect.
The News appeared on MSN News, Khalid Khan reported.
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